
 

Proposed Introduction of Masters Lightweight Rowing to Australian Masters Rowing Championships 

At a recent European Masters Championships, Lightweight Divisions were introduced into the single scull races, 

resulting in an increase in the number of single scull entries in many of the Male and Female Age Categories.  

With the objective of increasing participation in the Australian Masters Rowing Championships, it is proposed 

that for the 2021 event one of the following options would be considered. 

For either option it is unlikely that there will be any increase in competitor numbers in the older age grades 

where there are other barriers to entry. Apart from the possibility of increased entries in the younger age 

grades, the effect on regatta scheduling will be minimal. 

At the 2021 AMRC, Rowing Australia is proposing to introduce a Lightweight Masters option for all single scull 

events. 

SURVEY AVAILABLE HERE 

Option 1 

 

Single Scull competitors will be offered the option 

of competing in a “lightweight heat” if sufficient 

numbers allow. There would not be a separate 

event, and no separate medals or points will be 

awarded for the lightweight competitors. It is an 

opportunity for lightweights and heavyweights to 

race against similar sized competitors, leading up to 

a combined lightweight and open weight final in 

each age category. 

The Effect 

Lightweight and heavyweight rowers will still be 

racing in the same event in Sydney. What we hope 

will be demonstrated is whether this will increase 

competitor numbers, leading to the possibility of 

separate Lightweight Racing in single sculls in the 

future. 

Methodology 

On entry, single scullers will be asked to nominate 

their preferred weight category; below 70kg (Male) 

57kg (Female) for lightweight, above 70/57kg for 

heavyweight. If there are sufficient numbers, the 

weight categories will be separated. If there are 

insufficient numbers, there may be “mixed” weight 

heats, or no weight categories at all.   

 

 

Option 2 

Competitors will be offered a separate lightweight 

single scull division which will be conducted directly 

adjacent to the open single scull for each age 

category. Separate medals would be awarded to the 

placegetters in the lightweight competition. 

The Effect 

Lightweight rowers would race in their own 

category (where entries are sufficient).  Lightweight 

rowers would not be able to race in the single scull 

against their heavyweight rivals.  

Methodology 

Scullers would either enter the lightweight or open 

single scull as appropriate according to their age 

category.  If sufficient entries are received, two 

events will be conducted.  If less than eight entries 

are received between the open and lightweight 

event, a combined race would be conducted, but 

with separate medals for the lightweight and open 

weight competitors being awarded as per the medal 

policy. 

https://forms.gle/55i5YdLiqnc6QSPG7

